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President’s Note
Do you or someone you know
have a dulcimer begging to be
dusted off and used to make
some music? So many folks
over the years have said that they
have
an
old
dulcimer
somewhere… maybe a souvenir
of the 60’s. Anne Raphael hopes
to persuade you to bring it out
and try it with us! If you think
guitar and fiddle are fun, but too
difficult to master, try out the 3
chords on 3 strings of a dulcimer. Anne will be bringing
at least 1 extra dulcimer and invites you to participate in a
dulcimer workshop from 3:00 - 4:00 on June 2nd,
during the jam. This leaves plenty of time to brush up on
your skills and for beginners to learn enough to
participate in the annual Redwood Dulcimer Days
Festival on August 17th in Aptos. More info at
redwooddulcimerday.org/.

“Afters” will be at “Sam’s Bar B Que” this month. The
food is great and socializing is an excellent way to get to
know one another. 1110 S Bascom Ave, San Jose
Wanna help… even in a small way? Your expertise may
be just what we are looking for. Come talk to me or
email president [at] fiddlers.org.
SCVFA is an all-volunteer organization. We are the ones
who make the jam happen. Volunteers are what keep
SCVFA going and it’s a great way to connect with more
musicians. Thanks to everyone who helps at the jams.
It takes a village... Let’s all do our part.
- Susan … I’m off to Redwood Music Camp to indulge in
mostly Irish music.

Peter Tommerup plans to join the group for this event. He
has been playing and teaching dulcimer since 1973 and
has arranged hundreds of tunes for the dulcimer.
Below are a couple of links for your listening pleasure.
https://fotmd.com/mark-gilston/youtube/3278/durangshornpipe
https://fotmd.com/texaswind/youtube/3224/wildwoodflower-mountain-dulcimer.
If you were listening to KKUP, our local bluegrass
station, on Monday May 13th at 6 pm, you would have
heard SCVFA members chat about our organization and
play a few tunes. Thanks to Elan Alford, Dave Thomas,
Sharon McCorkell and Steve and Bev Tracey for joining
me. It was lots of fun to be live on-the-air representing
SCVFA.
Are you a writer? We are always looking for articles
relevant to SCVFA for the Fiddler’s Rag. An interview
with an SCVFA member or a performer, or any
interesting experience you would like to share would be a
great way to start. If showcasing a performer, make sure
to ask for their permission to publish.

SCVFA performed at KKUP. From left to right: Elan
Alford, Steve Tracey, Bev Tracey, Dave Thomas,
Susan Goodis, Sharon McCorkell.
(photo by Michael Hall)
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The Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association is a non-profit membersupported organization.
Donations to SCVFA are greatly appreciated and will assist in keeping
traditional music alive by passing it on to the next generation.
Many local corporations offer matched donations for nonprofits. Check with your employer... they may offer this benefit.
You can easily add SCVFA as a 501(c)(3) organization;
our EIN is 51-0196154
Donate as you are able
and traditional music will reap the benefits.

SCVFA wants musicians to know that we are “not
just for fiddlers”. The image to the right side of
the Fiddler’s Rag name on page 1 includes a
mandolin, a banjo, a guitar and a fiddle, to
illustrate the diversity of instruments played at our
jams and events.
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SCVFA Happenings
SCVFA Slow Jam current tune list
www.fiddlers.org/learning/#slowjam
Angeline The Baker (D)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
Barlow Knife (G)
Girl I Left Behind Me (G)
Jaybird (D)
June Apple (A)
Liberty (D)
Mississippi Sawyer (D)
Over The Waterfall (D)

Red-Haired Boy (A)
Red Wing (G)
Shoo Fly (D)
Soldier’s Joy (D)
Squirrel Hunters (A)
St. Anne’s Reel (D)
Swallowtail Jig (E)
Whiskey Before Breakfast (D)
Wildwood Flower (C)

Fiddlekids 2019
Inspiring the next generation of fiddle players
Summer Camp for young fiddlers and violinists
June 24-28
Performance on June 28
For more information or to register contact the
Freight & Salvage 510-859-1117
fiddlekids [at] freightandsalvage.org
www.thefreight.org/fiddlekids

Thank you all for participating in the slow jam. The
slow jam is for beginners who want to participate in a
slow-paced jam (60-90 BPM).

Mark Your Calendar - Upcoming Events
6/2 1:00 - 5:00pm SCVFA music jam at Hoover.
More info at www.fiddlers.org.

6/7 Lisa Ornstein & Dan Compton Fiddle and
Guitar Workshop and House concert - French
Canadian and Appalachian music.
Reservations and info: SV.houseconcerts [at] gmail.com
SCVFA will be participating in “Make Music Day”
on June 21, 2019 in San Jose. Come to play with us
or come to listen to all genres of music.
www.makemusicday.org/sanjose/
7/7 1:00 – 5:00 Free SCVFA music jam at the Rose
Garden Park.
8/8-8/11 26th Annual Good Old Fashioned
Bluegrass Festival. More info at ncbs.info.
We have bumper stickers - $5.00 donation to SCVFA
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May Photos by Susan Goodis

A bluegrass circle at the May SCVFA jam

The slow jam picks up the tempo

Steve Dale’s bass also doubles as in-law unit.

Show your pride in SCVFA, get your wearable!
Email sgoodis [at] gmail.com for information
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May Photos by Susan Goodis

Wes Mitchell leads the Tune Builder

Bluegrass jammers on open mic

Old-time gathering chilling in the shade

Show your pride in SCVFA, get your wearable!
Email sgoodis [at] gmail.com for information
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en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oldtime_music

Origin
By Patrice Tanti
Years ago during a high school trip to South Africa our
son Max, now a professional musician in Portland, OR,
got me a CD of Oliver “Tuku” Mtukudzi, Zimbabwe’s
most renowned and internationally recognized
musician/cultural icon of all time. I loved the CD and
played it over and over again during rush hour traffic.
The instant connection with music from a faraway
country in a language I do not understand was an
intriguing mystery. This memory came back to me
when I learned about Tuku’s death at age 66 on Jan 23,
2019. His career spanned four decades and 67 albums.
This article is a quest for cultural connection and a
statement about Mtukudzi’s relevance to SCVFA’s
mission.
Please read or re-read the SCVFA’s mission statement
on page 8 (or at https://fiddlers.org/mission.shtml).
Also listen to Mtukudzi’s performance and interview at
station KEXP in Seattle,
at www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqsA_v4Nu4U, and
sample other Mtukudzi songs on the internet or on any
digital music service of choice.
Many of the musical instruments we love to play were
derived from earlier African instruments: the early
forms of the banjo “were fashioned by Africans in the
US, adapted from African instruments of similar design”
(Wikipedia) and in general, all bowed instruments
originate from the North African rabāb
(britannica.com/art/rabab).
Our musical heritage has deep African roots. In 2008
the University of Tennessee published “African
American Old-Time String Band Music: A Selective
Discography” which stated: “Southern old-time string
band music, similar to what might be played today for a
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square dance, represents perhaps the earliest musical
collaboration between African American and European
American (often Scots-Irish) musicians. Unfortunately,
the scarcity of commercial recordings of black old-time
string bands and the paucity of performing bands since
the 1930s has obscured this part of our musical
heritage.”
In “Sinful Tunes and Spirituals: Black Folk Music to the
Civil War”, Dana J. Epstein (music librarian at the
University of Chicago) finds “many reports of African
Americans playing percussion instruments, banjos,
and violins to entertain”.
Tuku’s primeval vibe resonates deep into our soul, like
essential oil in a perfume or spices and herbs in a savory
dish. We can’t tell, or even care at first, why it smells,
tastes or sounds so good but listening to Tuku’s music,
we instinctively connect with the harmonies. There are
countless literary references about music triggering
complex blends of emotions. Mtukudzi’s tunes are
often about tough ordeals but his songs convey hope,
action, and community: “Help me Lord I’m Feeling
Low” www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ2sPofyjXc (Try
not to get up and dance on this one!). In the great song
“Todii” Mtukudzi talks about HIV and AIDS. He said
about the song: “I tried to make a beautiful tune that
people can dance to, but at the same time, talking about
such serious issues. I'm trying to trigger dialogue
between people because that song is merely questions of
little issues that people never talk about, you know. Like
when you're pregnant and you realize you are HIV
positive ... what shall we do then?”
Mtukudzi, referring to the Pakare Paye Art Center he
created, says: “We are not like a college of music where
we teach you. It’s just the opposite, we say come
showcase what you do, show us and we’ll learn from
you. It’s a place where we deal with talent, not
education per say, but of course it becomes educative
when you teach what you can do best. God doesn’t
duplicate talent and there is no better you than you. So
show us who you are and we’ll learn from you”.
This statement is quite relevant to the SCVFA mission
of establishing, maintaining, perpetuating, preserving,
promoting and carrying on.
So next time you jam at the SCVFA, listen to the
diversity of sounds, volunteer to teach and carry on the
mission of sharing our cultural heritage, one tune at a
time. As Tuku says: “There is no better you than you”.
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You can find the song performed by Willie Nelson, Patsy Cline and others on YouTube

Crazy

Key: C

By Willie Nelson (1961)
Arr. by Pete Showman, Dave Barton
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Coda (to end): Repeat last line, slower and with gradual ritard.
Typeset by Pete Showman in ABCPlus, based on an old version in A ; lyrics from Dave Barton. Rev 1, 9/12/2018
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Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association
P.O. Box 2666
Cupertino, CA 95015-2666

SCVFA Jam on the first Sunday of each month.
Location: Hoover Middle School, 1635 Park Ave.,
San Jose. The school is at the corner of Naglee and
Park. Cafeteria parking is on the Naglee side.

Next Jam: Sunday June 2nd ,1-5 pm
at Hoover Middle School

Damaged or Missing Issue? Call us,
or email to: newsletter [at] scvfa.org

Mission Statement from the SCVFA By-Laws

“The purpose of the Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association shall be to
establish, maintain, perpetuate, preserve, promote and carry on activity
requisite

to

the

gathering,

revival,

study,

publication,

preservation,

reconstruction and furtherance of that traditional music which constitutes
the cultural heritage of our forefathers and which is exemplified in the
playing of the fiddle, guitar, banjo, mandolin, string bass, and other
associated musical instruments and devices in the tunes handed down as
old-time fiddling music, mountain music, gospel music, and variations that
incorporate other traditional fiddling styles, with particular emphasis on
these music forms as developed in the State of California and other
adjacent areas of the western region of the United States of America.

In

accomplishing the stated purpose, the major emphasis of the SCVFA shall
be to emphasize the skillful use of the fiddle in these music forms.”

